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1. ON-LINE TEXT PROCESSING AND ASSOCIATIVE AccESS 

In the last few years several new approaches to text access have appeared, 
connected with the development of associative text navigation, hypertext and 
hypermedia technologies. Text-based research, especially through reference 
materials, is generally an associative process. If you bave a small amount of 
inf ormatìon about a topic, you begin perusing your reference materials 
by looking for those topics you have already associated to your domain. 

Employing thìs technique for scanning and seardùng on-line text is 
very useful. According to McGrew and McDa.niel through the use of con
tent-based or associative access methods, on-ìine text systems have become 
capable of supporting this type of research. Some systems are keyword 
sensitive in the manner that book indexes are, but if the particular word to 
be used has not been anticipated by the documentalist, it is not usable as 
a search key. Other systems index every significant word allowing any 
kind of associati.on. This technique requires a full text search. Noise referen
ces are often produced using these systems, although it is possible to filter 
about some of the noise by carefully defining the context of the search by 
adding limiting criteria. However, associative navigation of a text database 
can be very helpful, but systems that use it exclusively often require the 
user to spend much time to gaining familiarity with appropriate search 
strategies [McGrew McDaniel 1989]. 

2. PROSPECTS 0F HYPERTEXT 

Accessìng and perusing text in a non-linear maime.r through the use of 
software links between document element, as weli as through sequential 
and associative methods means hypertext. As Barrett points out, on-line 
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documentati on systems represent the assault on a centrai concept of W e
stern culture, the book itself: a linear narrative moving in time, occupying 
real space, with a beginning, middle, and end. Hypertext and hypermedia 
environments allow self-authoring texts and non-linear documents, creating 
a mirage of depth in the collapse of space and time within the computer. 
An infinitely evolving text that tracks momentary cognitive processes within 
the individua! reader-author [Barrett 1988]. 

Unlike paper texts, where information is generally expected to be read 
in a sequential manner, hypertexts allow readers to navigate their own 
paths through information. They exploit the interactive nature of the 
electronic medium and open up many new possibilities. Tipically, the author 
must provide links between related pieces of information in a manner that 
allows readers to choose which links they wish to explore. Links may be 
used to direct readers to additional information in much the same way that 
footnotes and glossaries do in paper texts, or more direct links may be 
provided between related pieces of information. In either case readers can 
view the relateci information by simply pointing to a 'botton' or other 
indication on the screen [W oodhead 1991 ]. 

Taking advantage of this new technology, complex documentation 
systems may be designed so that they meet the user needs in a greater 
variety of comexts, extending or adding value to freedom of movement 
and associative possibilities. Access in this sense does not 01ùy mean the 
abilicy for users to read, but also to 'write' their own inf ormation environ
ments, without disturbing the integrity of originai texts [Rubens, 1989]. 

Hypertext makes use of sophisticated database management techniques 
and requires the information designer to deconstruct the paper text into a 
collection of fragments embedded in a knowledge base which can then be 
accessed by specially designed retrieval software. The hypertextual model 
is based on the assumpcion that hurnan reasoning occurs through association, 
so it receives ìncreasing attention as a framework for eff ective and efficient 
communication of knowledge. Only hypertext systems allow an active 
construction of knowledge, while the deveiopment of traditional on-line 
information systems has generally led to the production of static k.nowledge 
representation systems, that is closed systems objectifying theories. 

By treating text as a collection of nodes - as Carlson suggests - the 
information may be ordered hierarchically or in association networks, based 
on the readers preference or upon the requisites of the task beìng supported. 
Readers can quickly navigate through a large body of material usìng graphic 
browsers which show ideas as icons or as block diagrams. Additionally, 
the webs or patterns of links established among the nodes provide resear-
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chers with a trace device for analysing how individuals or group use docu
mentation. It ìs possible to establish an individuai view to a generic docu
ment: if the links between nodes are typed, the user may call up a specified 
category, and thus views the data through a pre-established fìlter [Carlson 
1988]. 

3. FROM HYPERTEXT TO HYPERMEDIA 

Both hypertext and hyperrnedia belong to a more generai class of mul
timedia, but a distinction is to be made between hypertext and hyperme
dia, even if the two terms are often used interchangeably. Although hyper
text structuraUy refers to textual inf ormation, the term is also commonly 
used to refer to bodies of infonnation containing graphics and images as 
well. On the contrary, the term hypermedia is generally used to refer to 
information containing a high proportion of graphics and images, and is 
almost always used where the informati.on also includes video sequences or 
any form of animated information. Following definitions given by Wood
head, hypermedia can not only be seen as a new way to structure groups ' 
of documents seamlessly, but rather as a potentially unifying paradigm for 
managing diversity, where each unit would require specialized and indepen
dent tools. Their main features can be summarized as follows: non linear 
reading and augmentation of heterogeneously formatted materials; selection 
by natural language, reduced keystroke techniques and graphical overviews; 
exploration/ browsing; integration of heterogeneous media ( text, graphics, 
sound, video, executable programs) and respective storage mechanisms; 
priority of content over form; one-to-one links [W oodhead 1991]. 

With respect to conventional infonnation systems, hypermedia possess 
many advantages. T aking a single written work as an example, the efficiency 
with which the user can e:ictract the materia! sought depends largely on 
facilities provided for categorizing, referencing or filtering information, 
which are not essential to the content of such a work, but able to enhance 
it in some way. The printed page is to be considered restricted to text and 
to simpie static two-dimensional graphics. Even if it is possible to provide 
a book with a video cassette, a computer or optical disk, or an audio 
cassette, there is no direct means of following a reference from one medium 
to the exact point of another. 

By contrast, hypermedia can be compressed so that great quantities of 
information can be held on the same floppy disk and the user can have on 
hand a personal storage capacity equivaient to that of a reasonably sizeà 
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library and may be able to consult this huge amount of data creating his 
own 'informational world'. As some experts affirm, the result is that authors 
are often forced to orient their works to specific narrow audience, while 
hypermedia systems support 'verbose' and 'fold-away' modes, in which 
annotations or auxiliary inf ormation may be displayed to the full or re
pressed. Alternatively, it may be possible for the user to expand or suppress 
a specific class of attributes - such as graphical or technicaì information -
providing an unexpert user with a generai overview presentation, or an 
expert with a specialist reading, suited to his particular interests, without 
presenting either with redundant materiai [Berk Devlin 1991] [Howell 1992]. 

In hypermedia the different kinds of information are to be linked in 
special ways. H ypertext links work do not extend to hypermedia systems, 
where time-based presentation and the management of simoultaneously 
active media items are essential. According to Hardman, Bulterman and 
van Rossum, it is not obvious where links should lead and there are no 
standard rules indicating what should happen to other parts of the pre
sentation that are active. So they point out the relevance of the problems 
associated with links in hypermedia and introduce the notion of context for 
the source and the destination of a link. A context makes explicit which 
part is aff ected when a link is followed from an anchor in the presentation. 
Given explicit sources and destìnation context for a link, an author is able 
to state the desired presentation characteristics for following a link, including 
whether the presentation currently playing should continue playing or be 
replaced [Hardman et al. 1993]. 

4. K.NOWLEDGE-BASED HYPERTEXT AND HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS 

Actua!ly, incorporating knowledge in hypertext and hypermedia systems 
seems essential for the development of operative systems. Nanard suggests 
that typing links and nodes has recently proved useful to expìicit semantic 
properties in hypertext systems. In the fìrst generation hard-wired and 
untyped links were used only for browsing. No knowledge was explicitly 
handled. The second generation uses links to express rich relationships 
between chunks of infonnation. Link types denote the intended semantics 
of the represented relationships. Knowledge representation is an explicit 
aspect of such systems, that uses the hypertext metaphor with typed links 
and typed nodes ro describe knowiedge as a semantic network (as Nanard's 
MacWeb). It is possible, however, that several links start from or enter a 

. given node and the node content may not fit a unifonn semantic type. In 
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consequence, it may be useful typing the anchors inside the documents: if 
special references are identified and typed in a document, it is possible to 
obtain a supplementary element of knowleàge representation, that is know
ledge about documents, that may be organized according to various semantic 
structures, such as a set of concepts relating to a specìfic doma.in [Nanard 
1993] [Agosti 1989]. 

in this way, hypertext systems are transforming themselves in know
ledge-based hypertext systems, a new generation in on-line text manage
ment. Improving the semi-automatic elicitation of knowledge about the 
documents is the next step in this field. The aim is to provide the system 
with the ability to interpret the link in the context of the facts made 
known to it by the user, to enable it to make suitable inferences and use 
them to drive the direction of browsing or provide guidance on what new 
ìinks a user can add [Rada 1991 ]. 

5. A HYPERMEDIA APPLICATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 

5.1. The HypEnvir Prototype 

A system prototype, called HypEnvir was designed and implemented as 
part of a joint research project between the Istituto per la Documentazione 
Giuridica of the Italian National Research Council in Florence and the 
Department of Computer Science of the University of La Habana, Cuba. 
The aim of the project was to assess the potentialities of hypertext and 
hypermedia technology in the legal field. 

Legal documentation seems to be particularly suitable for hypertext 
applications because it deals with highly correlateci text, both explicitly and 
implicitly: legislation refer to other legislation, court decisions interpret 
legislation or refer to other decisìons, legal authority cornmems both case 
law and legisiation. Therefore, hypertext systems becorne precious tools for 
acquiring complete legal information in specific dornains [Di Giorgi Nan
nucci 1991]. 

The reference sources for legal documentation fall into the following 
categories: 

- Legisl.atum: imemational conventions, treaties and agreements; Euro-· 
pean Community legìslatìon (directives, regulations, etc.); national 
legisiation ( centrai government, regional, provincial and municipal le
gislative measures) that specifically regulate the matter or a different 
matter which is nevertheless pertinent to the subject being dealt with 
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(for example, in environmental law, regulations regarding town and 
country planning, public health and health and safety ). 

- Case law: decisions made by the Constitutional Court, the Council 
of State, Regional Administrative Tribunals, the Supreme Court, the 
lower courts, etc. 
Lega! authority: text books, treatises, monographs, commentaries, 
collective works and proceedings of conf erences, encyclopaedias, 
journals. This type of documentation may also include the codes, 
repeitories and case note reports and bibliographies, namely collections 
of legislation, case law and legal authority, respectively. 

If the assistance offered by hypertext systerns makes them the ideal tool 
for consulting legal documents in generai, which are so rich in notes, cita
tions and references, this is even more so in the case of legislation, where 
this feature is so accentuated that often a single section of a law becomes 
incomprehensible unless it is read together with other sections and/or other 
texts. Sometimes, it is even impossible to understand the subject of the 
legislation we are reading about if we do not resort to this .kind of cmss
referencing [Wilson 1992]. 

Tue collection of documents on which the experiment was conducted 
was that relative to noise pollution, since its documentation is limited enough 
to be managed with some pretension of compieteness and the legislation 
regulating this subject area, due to its necessarily technical ìmplications 
involvìng graphs, tables and drawings, is well suited to exploiting what 
hypermedia technology has to offer. Tue system was integrated to include 
the inf ormation needed by public servants engaged in enforcing the noise 
poilution laws currently in force. 

For reasons of convenience, collaboration has begun with local officials 
involved in preventing noise pollution, although the project will in the 
future extend to other levels. A tenitorial working group has in fact been 
formed, within which a group of experts (environmental physicists) is been 
working together with municipal police to check implementation of the 
DPCM of 1 March 1991 in the City of Florence and in ìts province. The 
group needs to be able to access not only the laws in force, but a whole 
series of other infonnation in its activÌt'/ (tables, reporting noìse levels over 
the territory; recordings of noise, classified by simple or composite type, 
to be used for comparison and measurement of the cases brought to their 
attention). 

A system documenting the regulations in force cannot stop at text, but 
also has to include non-textual information, such as tables and sounds; so, 
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it has become clear how a hypennedia system could provide a valid support 
for the group. HypEnvir contains not only text-based information, but 
also recordings of sounds ( traffic noise, impulsive noise, residual noise, 
environmental noise), connected through links to the normative texts in 
which they are cited. A table defining the noise zones identified by the 
Municipality of Florence is also stored. 

5.2. HyperEngine: The Temp/,ate of HypEnvir 

The prototype is based on a model called HyperEngine, which resembles 
the Xanadu paradigm but includes some different structural elements. 

Nodes. There are two types of nodes: simple and complex. A simple 
node contains a basic infonnation unit, such as: a context in a text object, 
that is a segment of text delimited by periods or a paragraph boundary; 
any image or sound segment. A complex node, also called a document, 
contains a whole object as a text unit or an image or sound sequence. The 
tenn 'document' is used here in the very general sense of 'information· 
intended for human perception'. This structure allows the author to prepare 
an information unit such as an artide in a joumal, a catalogue or a book 
[Hemandez Forte et al. 1991 ]. 

In the application as developed, an article of a law or a paragraph from 
a document deriving from legal authority or a court decision are a simple 
node, just as a segment of an image or a segment of sound relating to a 
noise source is a simple node. A law, or just a section of it, or a complete 
image or a composite sound is instead a complex node. This meant that 
any kind of infonnation can be handled at different levels of complexity 
and identity. The hypertext base is made up of collections of complex 
nodes. An elementary collection is integrated by one and only one complex 
node, while a complex collection is integrated by any number of complex 
nodes; and these nodes do not necessarily each contain the same type of 
infonnation. It is thus possible to create, for the nodes containing text 
information, a user-defined typing system that can act as a filter during 
searching and navigation. Such typing creates subcollections of nodes taken 
from different collections and at the same time belonging to specific paths 
created automatically by the system. The application currently defines three 
types of text nodes (legislation, jurisprudence and legal authority ), but other 
types may be added. The model also includes another type of infonnation 
object: the Notes (or Comments) added dynamically by the user to the 
information in the database as he navigates through it; the Notes and 
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Comments facilitate information exchange in multiuser applications, and 
are easy to update. 

Links. The modeì handles two different kinds of }jnks: the internal 
links, set up automatically by the system, and the free links created by the 
user. There are four types of internal links: symactic, semantic, structural 
and communicative. A syntactic link is a link between nodes containing 
text information, having in common the occurrence of terms from a 
dictionary created automatically: a tool for searching the text. Semantic 
links are those generated by the system between nodes belonging to the 
same complex collection. Structural iinks are those between simple nodes 
in the same complex node or document reflecting the origina! structure of 
the node or docurnent. And lastly, communicative links are those connecting 
nodes in the hypertext network to the notes or comments added by the 
user during navigation. There are also four types of free links: untyped, 
definitional, explicative and structural. Untyped links resemble the referenti.al 
links between nodes used in conventional hypertext systems. Definitional 
links cxpress the definendum-definiens relation; explicative links express 
the explanation relation and stmctural links express the whole-part relation 
between nodes of a network, or between a part of a node and a node ( or 
viceversa), not necessarily belonging to the sa~me collection or subcollection. 
Thanks to the user hierarchy established by the system, the modei off ers 
great flexibility in the creati.on of new links. One advance in typìng is 
represented by the capa.city to distinguish between the basic link types 
suppli.ed by the system and those defined by the users. Internal links can 
be modified orùy during updating of the hypertext database, whereas free 
links can be modified only by the user that created them or by a higher
ranking user [Hernandez Forte Havlik 1991] [Arents Bogaerts 1991]. 

5.3. Technical Features 

The features of the HypEnvir prototype include the capacity to perform 
the ba.sic functions of an information retrieval system, such as full text 
search, using Boolean as well as reguiar expressions; the use of a network 
of links (free and/or jntemal) to pennit navigarion through a network of 
text, image and sound units; a high degree of interaccivity with the foia.I 
user. Links can be created and persona! notes appended to portions of text 
or points in the text and/or in images to develop a personalized ìnformation 
environrnent; that is, any final user can 'personalize' the system and the 
hypertext database to meet his own needs. 
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With HypEnvir ìt is possible to navigate through a network of nodes 
containing informaùon - text, images or sound - by means of typed links; 
the system automatically establishes syntactic and structural links among 
the nodes. The information units in the network may be texts of any 
length, images in a any common high or low resolution, and sounds: voice 
and/or music, of up to 44kz. The basic unit for text search is the context: 
a portion of text between two periods or within a paragraph boundary. 
Syntactic links are automatically established between text nodes in which 
the same term occurs. They are called syntactic links because the semantic 
role of the links may differ [Gelovchinsky Chignell 1993] [Golshani Dimi
trova 1992]. 

Tue search language grammar includes the most commonly used Boolean 
operators (ADJ, AND, NOT and OR) as does any text retrieval system, but it 
also uses the not very common XOR operator. It is possible to refine the 
search process by successive steps. The clicking on a word (any word) 
starts a search for that word. If the user is consultìng a set of documents 
resulting from a search expression, the clicked word can either be combined 
with the preceding expression set or restarted on its own. This kind of 
search, which can be defined as associative, is one of the features distingui
shing the hypertext/hypermedia environment from the point of view of 
quality. The output of a text retrieval session can also be filtered and 
organized by document types and clusters.The use:r may select a re-entry 
point to the hypertext network from among the materiai deriving from a 
search. Some users may know precisely what their inf ormation needs are, 
but most do not: the search process lets the user either take an intuitive 
approach to the search session or access the collection at random. A gra
phical browser maps the user' s path and acts as aid to user orient:ation and 
path selection. 

5.4. User Interface 

The two major functions (SEARCH and BROWSE) are used respectively for 
accessing the database and for navigation. With BROWSE user can perf orm 
random or sequential search of any kind of object (text, image, sound) in 
the database. Once inside the browsing environment the user may navigate 
at random within objects set. Navigation can also be filtered, by selecr:ing 
for examp1e a cluster of different noises or a cluster of documents of a 
certain type (for instance, case law) (Fig. 1 ). For the user whose principal 
interest is in integrating informati.on or in looking for new connectioos, or 
for the user who is not entirely sure of his inf ormation needs or who is 
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only sure that the information he needs is included in the database, this is 
the most suitable function to use for exploring the database. The SEA.llCH 

function is the main entry mechanism to the system. It offers two search 
altematives: by boolean or by natural Ìanguage expressions. The result of 
either type of searcb is a subset of contexts. 

F1G. 1. The System lnterface 

HypEnvir, as is every information system, is endowed with a boolean 
query language. The user can link natural language words with boolean 
operators to form query expressions: while the query is being formulated, 
the system lists ali the conte::irts in which the search string occurs and 
reports the number of occurrences. The outcome of any query can become 
a convenient re-entry point to the hypertext network, and, once inside, the 
user may automatically continue to access all contexts containing the same 
search expression. Tue system considers a comext as being anything con
tained between two full-stops. Searched terms are highìighted in the output 
contexts. The document type cluster filter can be used to ìimit the output 
set to a particular type of document, navigation can be started ane.v withing 
tbat set. SEARCH accesses text contents directly; but even when activating 
BROWSE, the user may take advantage of system navigation capabilities to 
jump with any of the links shown on the screen, to any type of object; and 
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by doing so navigation starts in the linking mode. While browsing or 
searching a text, he may also click on any term to start or restart a search 
from that term: this feature is known as 'associative navigation' or 'asso
ciative search'. 

The kind of object to be consulted must be selected before beginning; 
then a simple operation ( clicking on a menu icon) is ali that is required to 
start navigation to follow the links through a selected path. Objects can be 
selected by name when first accessing. Once inside the database collection, 
instead, selection can be made randomly by name or randomly to any 
point in the collection with the proportional bar, or by clicking sequentially 
on the PREVIOUS and NEXT icons. If the object is a text, whatever the length, 
it may be scrolled by pages or by lines, or the user may go to the first or 
last line with a mouse click. The same applies to the output of a search; the 
proportional bar can be used to directly access the first and the last objects 
of the collection. The CUT and PASTE icons let the user copy a portion of 

11 a text or an image into persona! files or produce a hard copy. The TOP and 
BOTTOM icons give the user access to the upper and lower parts of images 
or texts; the PgUp and PgDown arrows let him scroll both texts and 
images vertically through the window; or he may click a precise point in 
the object and then use the bar cursors to move horizontally. 

A special interface, featuring cassette recorder-type commands can be 
used to consult sounds. Hypertext technology allows the user to navigate 
the network of noçles through typed links. When defining the list, the 
origin and-or destination points are defined in the text itself: when working 
with full (usually long) texts or with images, definition is performed piece 
by piece, and logically it will involve the linking of different types of 
nodes. Sound may be involved as a background or can be a destination 
node. When the destination node is an image, the portion indicated as 
destination can be zoomed. During navigation the user is free to switch 
from the search mode of navigation to the browse mode, or to navigate by 
following a link path. The user may create his own links even while he is 
navigating. 

Whenever he consults an object, the user is informed about the existing 
link departures to other objects. He can display them for selection by 
clicking on the GET mertu option and jump by clicking any of the links 
displayed with the left mouse hottom; or he may click any of them with 
the right mouse bottom to obtain an explanation of the link - whether it 
is to a text, image or sound, its name and type - accompanied by a request 
for activation of the link. The explanation feature can considerably limit 
the effect of the disorientation syndrome. Clicking on the HOME option 
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returns the systems to its state at begìnning of navigation, at the moment 
the user first started navigating a link path. 

Link creation is an easy, interactive process that permits the user to 
'personalize' the application to fit his needs. The user seiects the object 
to be taken as the link departure and activates the SET menu function; 
details at both ends of the links are specified through user-system dialog. 
Lìnks may, of course, be hibrid, with dìfferent object types as departu
res and arrivals, and all links may be activated as soon as they are 
created. 

Notes or Comments can be appended to either images or texts. The 
system informs the user whenever a consulted object has been commented 
and reports the number of comments appended to the object. Comments 
may be consulted by activating the READ function and can be inserted at 
any time by using a ws-compatible system editor or ready-made from a 
disk file (Fig 2). Both the Comments feature and possibilìty of adding new 
links during consultation contribute to making HypEnvir an 'open system' 
and an e:fficient and valuable tool for group work, by promoting interactive 
expansion of the information space through addition of 'value added 
information'. Texts and images may be copied in whole or in part to user 
fil es. T ext or image objects or blocks of them may be printed at any time. 

FIG. 2. An Example of Notes or Comments 
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Image printouts wil1 depend on available peripherals. The system includes 
a help function which may be consulted on request. 

As pointed out above, the most significant aspects of the prototype are 
· that it combines a full text retrieval system with hypertext technology and 

concepts, notably nodes and link typing, and that it includes novel 
opportunities for 'personalizing' the information space and enriching it 
with new user-defined links and on-line comments. 

6. SocIAL IMPACT OF HYPERTEXT 

The prospects of hypertext and hypermedia are very stimulating. It may 
be shared Barrett' s opinion, according to which the introduction of systems 
exploiting these new technologies may have great impact on society and on 
communication as well. It may be affirmed that as the 'text' may be seen 
as a social construct, the 'hypertext' can be considered as a paradigm for 
the social construction of its meaning. The non-linearity of hypertext has 
then a social function, in the sense that allows the creation of new texts, 
new social justifications for holding this or that text, new scripts for the 
understanding of the individuai and the group. 

In this way, hypertext does more than provide mere navigational guides 
through an already established database, but would possess an active role 
in supporting the social construction of meaning that characterizes under
standing and communication in the larger world beyond the computer 
screen. Escaping from the narrow inner world of the machine, it 'enters 
history'. 

If the machine is seen as a means for supporting social dynamics, a 
hypertext is ideally a sort of 'topography of social construction.'. Considered 
as an entity that exists to be manipulated, transformed through a series of 
collaborative acts either between just one user and the originai database, or 
among many users performing various operations upon a centrai core of 
texts, operations such as drawing new link.s or annotating existing blocks 
of text imply a community of individuai users each with a different set of 
assumptions, a different level of conceptual understanding and different 
experiences. Hypertext focuses their interactions and initiates a new historical 
projection of their understanding and beliefs. 

As Barrett concludes in his introductory contribution, the virtual envi
ronmemt of the hypertext allows to objectify human knowledge when 
writing new texts. This virtual environmemt is evoked within the larger 
context of a networked, online environment. So, the actual power of hyper-
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text or hypennedia derive from its geographic as well as its ideational 
extensions - from its social content as well as its intellectual status as a 
document [Barrett 1989]. 
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